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Logistical nightmare now a grim reality following Typhoon Haiyan's destruction

A child in the city of Tacloban, Philippines walks past downed power lines and homes destroyed by Typhoon Haiyan. Creative Commons photo via flickr user Nove foto da Firenze

PBS Newshour, 13 Nov 2013
```c
#include 
#include <util.h>

int main() {
    int i = 0; i < 10000; ++i
    printf("Allocating pty %d\n", i)
    pid_t p = forkpty(&master, MUXNAME, &pt,
                         (p < 0) {
                             perror("forkpty failed");
                             return 1;
                         }
    }
}

dev/broken
```
“The creators who are thriving today are the ones who use Internet distribution most innovatively; in fact, the ones who are most generous with their work often reap the most reward.”

Cathy Casserly
I have an ulterior motive.
What if your school’s (newspaper / literary journal / media thingie) went all CC?
We’d like to hear about it.
We’d like to help you with it.
I brought two t-shirts.
I think they’re large.
Questions?
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